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About the Application



"Take the Survey" will take users to a new page that
informs participants about the survey. There are 2
tabs on this page "About Survey" and "Take Survey". 

When you first open up the app you will see there are 3 options: 

"Culture and Resilience" will take users to a page that has
content including videos that speak to ad highlight
Indigenous culture and resilience for participants to
download and watch at a later on. 

Navigating the Application 

On the "Take the Survey" page, Users can learn about the survey by going to the "About Survey"
tab at the top or they can go to the "Take Survey" tab if they are ready to take the survey.  A new
screen will some information about the survey, press "Continue" to put in a participant code to
connect to your survey. After entering the participant code press "Submit" to begin the survey. 

Taking Surveys 
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"About the Project" will take users to a new page that
provides information about the Our Data Indigenous 
App Project.



Mapping

Land survey 
findings

Community 
health 

Wildlife 
impacts

The "Our Data Indigenous" application uses surveys to collect
data. This one of a kind application can be adapted to meet the
needs of any community looking to collect community data that
is owned by the community and is relevant to community needs. 
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Climate 
change

Environment

Mental health &
well-being

Language

Gender-based
violence 

and more

Uses of the Application

Data Types
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The Dashboard is a web application where Users 
can access the survey results. Users can also use the 
Dashboard for changing questions and surveys, as well as adding 
communities, community participants and the participants codes 
(who have exclusive access to the survey on the digital app). The Dashboard resides on a
server and can be accessed through a web browser. It is intended for Users that have been
granted access to the data that the surveys provide. 

The App is for survey participants to use on their phone, tablet or computer. Through the App they
can enter their unique Participant Code and take the surveys developed by Users. 

Screenshot of the Dashboard on a computer: 

See Page 11 for the Dashboard User Instructions Manual

The Application & Dashboard



Surveys on the Application
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Types of Survey Questions: 

Participants will have the option to share using video, photos and writing. 

There is a bank of questions on the Dashboard that have been developed in collaboration
with First Nations communities that are partners in this project. 
Questions can also be developed or imported onto the App Dashboard. 
Users will be able to select from these existing questions, modify these existing questions;
or come up with their own questions that reflect their unique needs. This is done through the
Dashboard rather than in the app itself (See Page 11). 

Surveys are developed on the Dashboard by creating a User account where questions can be
added and eliminated. The Dashboard is also where survey responses will be collected and
participant profiles can be created. 

Stand-alone Surveys
Standalone surveys are meant to be used once per survey participant and can be sent to
all participants. 

Baseline and Follow-up Surveys
These surveys are used together when users want to send out the same survey to the
same participants multiple time.
The Baseline survey is a longer survey that is sent out to participants first. It collects
demographic information from participants as well as other survey questions. 
The Follow-up survey is used with the baseline survey as a way to check in and ask the
same questions as the baseline survey, except it is shorter and doesn't include
questions about demographics. 

Indigenous data including stories, personal reflections, observations, and traditional
knowledge can be collected on the app using the many different types of questions. 
Qualitative data include open-ended responses where participants answer questions
using their own words. For example, by responding to questions using video or audio
recordings or typing in their own responses.
Quantitative data are close-ended questions such as ranked questions where a scale
can be applied such as a “1” for strongly disagree or a “5’ for strongly agree. 

Types of Surveys: 

Loading Surveys 



Setting Up Survey Participants 

Let survey participants know how and where they can download the App.

Provide them with your contact information so they can contact you if they are having
trouble logging on to the app or filling out the survey, or have any other questions .

Decide how you will be assisting participants in taking the survey (this will depend on the
study and its location, what the internet connectivity is like, and if survey participants
have a personal device which they can use to download the app and fill out the survey):

Going door to door
Over the phone
Setting up meetings 

Dashboard Users, and those who are distributing the survey will need to work with
individuals to ensure they are able to access the app and fill out the surveys. 

Selecting a Sample

Participants are chosen by the Dashboard User.
There should be an equal representation of different ages and genders. 
The number of participants included in the survey depends on the size group or
community of people you are interested in.
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Survey Participants
6
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Note: Paper copies of the survey can be
used but should only be as a last resort.
All questions that are filled out on paper
surveys will have to manually be put on
to the Dashboard on a computer.
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Options for Taking Surveys 



Ethics:

This initiative has been approved by our Indigenous Advisory Board and by the
University of Manitoba Ethics Board. 
Information gathered in the App is anonymous to protect participant’s identity. 
This initiative is also committed to OCAP principals of Ownership, Control,
Access and Possession. These principals extend to all aspects of research being
done for this project including the way information is being gathered to the way
information is being stored and managed.

OCAP (First Nations Center,  2007):

This project is committed to OCAP principles of data ownership and Sovereignty.
 

The principals are Ownership, Control, Access and Possession. 

These principles extend to all aspects of research being done for this project
including the way information is being gathered to the way information is being
stored and managed.

It is important that research is judged by First Nations People so it is done in a way
that respects and acknowledges traditional knowledge and values.

Data Ownership:

All data is owned and in complete control of the
Dashboard User and will remain with the community. 
All data is owned by the Community and will remain with
the community.
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It is important that research is reviewed by Indigenous Peoples so it is done in a way
that respects and acknowledges traditional knowledge and values. In this Digital App
Project, each community will have complete control over their own data, and who they
share this information with, if they do so at all.

Data Sovereignty

Reference: First Nations Centre. (2007). OCAP: Ownership, Control, Access and Possession. Sanctioned by the First
Nations Information Governance Committee, Assembly of First Nations. Ottawa: National Aboriginal Health Organization.
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All data is owned by the community and is in complete control of by the person
using the Dashboard.

Make sure you backup your data to somewhere safe and secure to ensure that you
don’t loose it if there are any technical issues.

If using a Offline Pack, regularly back up data to an external hard drive or a flash
drive. 

What Happens to Survey Data?
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Each community can choose to share their data or keep it
to themselves.

If communities decide to share results and download a
spreadsheet, data will be anonymously displayed by participant
codes, not participant names.

If a participant shares video or photo this multimedia will be disconnected
from the participant’s other questions so that researchers will not be able to
connect these recordings with the participants other responses.

Who has Access to Survey Data? 
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The Dashboard allows users to add survey participants, add and edit questionnaire(s),
visualize survey data, and download survey data as a spreadsheet.
On the Dashboard the "what's this?" feature acts as a guide to explain the different
features on the Dashboard. 
Click "what's this?" and a popup window will appear with an explanation. Click "what's
this?" again (or reload the page) to make the pop up window go away. 

Access the Dashboard by going to the following URL and logging in with a google account. 
https://ourdataindigenous.ca/dashboard/pages/overview. If you do not yet have an account,
you can sent an email to "ourdataindigenous@gmail.com" to set one up. 
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1. Dashboard Features

2. How to Login to the Dashboard

https://ourdataindigenous.ca/dashboard/pages/overview


2.
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Each user has their own Community Page where different "Projects" can be created. 
1. This is the name of your page, created when you log in with your google account. 

2. Use the drop down arrow to select which project you want to look at. See below on how to
add a Survey Project. 

1.

2.

3. 4.

5.

1. Click the “Add” on the top left of the page, under the word "Dashboard".
2. Fill in the project name.
3. Fill in the project code- it can be any combination of numbers or letters.
4. Press "Save". 
5. Back on the main page you can fill in the "Region" and "Location". This is optional. 

1.

Note: 
Each project 

should only have
one survey on it.

3. Dashboard Communities & Survey Projects 

4. How to Create a New Project on the Dashboard 



1. Click the “Add” box next to “People”

2. Put their name. It is also possible to add a pseudonym or generic name here, such as
"participant 1, participant 2". 

3. Put their participant code- it can be any combination of numbers or letters!

4. Including an email address is optional (this is useful if sending surveys via email).

5. If they have already taken the baseline survey hit the check box. If not, leave it unchecked (it
will update itself after the participant has taken the baseline survey). 

6. Hit "Save" before exiting the window. 
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6.

1.

2. 3.4. 5.

Note:
Participant

information can
easily updated

by pressing
"Edit".

Each survey participant will have their own unique link to the survey. When sharing the
survey with your participants, users can choose to:  

5. How to Add a New Survey Participant

6. Sharing links to the survey with participants

Copy Code: This will copy the participants code and allows you to paste it.

Copy URL: Send this unique participant url to participants email – when they open it
they wont have to enter their participant code.

QR Code: Creates a unique QR code that participants can scan with their phones to open
the survey. 

Open URL: Use this features with the offline dashboard if survey participants are using
with you and using the laptop.
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1. Click the “Edit" button next to the survey you want to edit.

2. A pop up window will appear with a list of all of the questions in the survey. In the pop
up window you can:

1.

2.

a)
b)

c)
d)

e)
*Don't forget to Save when done*

7. How to Edit a Survey

a) Change the name of the survey and give the survey a subtitle.
b) Change the order of the questions by dragging and dropping them in the desired order.
c) Choose if the survey is locked or hidden (Remember click "what's this?" for an
explanation).
d) Edit individual questions (see page 16 for instructions)
e) Add new questions (see page 17 for instructions).



1.

2.

4.
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1. Click the “Edit" button next to the survey you want to edit the survey you want to change. 

2. Find the question you would like to edit and press the "Edit" button next to the question.

3. An "Edit Question" popup window will appear where you can change the title of the
question and the type of question it it. 

4. Hit "Save" when done. 

3.

8. How to Edit a Question in a Survey 



1. Follow steps 1-2 outlined on the previous page (16) to get to the "Edit Survey" popup
window with the list of the survey questions.

2. Click the "Add questions" button at the bottom of the page.

3. An "Add Question(s)" popup window will appear with three options for adding new
question.

 

2.
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1.

a) c)b)

See the next page (18) for instructions on how to add a new question to a survey. 
 

Don't forget to hit
"Save" after
adding new

questions to a
survey!

9. How to Add a New Question to a Survey 

a) "Other Surveys" gives users the option to choose question from other surveys on the
Dashboard that you or others have created. (See page 18 for more instructions).
b) "Import Questions" allows users to import questions from other surveys created on
the Dashboard. (See page 34 for more instructions).
c)"New Question" allows users to create a question from scratch. (See page 18 for
more instructions).

 



iii.

 b) "New question" 
 

a)

b)

ii.
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a) "Other Surveys" where questions from other surveys on the Dashboard can
be added to the survey being edited.

i.

iii.
i.

ii.

iv.

iii.

For an
explanation for
each "Type of
question", see
pages 19-27.

9. How to Add a New Question to a Survey cont... 

i. Under "Survey" click the pull down menu to search for other surveys ion the
Dashboard and choose the survey you want to use questions from.

ii. A list of questions from the survey you choose will appear
iii. Press "Select" next to the question(s) you want to add to your survey.

iv. Hit "Add selected question(s) to survey" when done. 

i.. Enter the "Title", i.e. the question you want to ask.

ii. Choose the type of question.
 

iii. Hit "Save question to survey" when done.
 



A. Section Heading

1. If you would like to separate different parts of your survey with subheadings choose
"Section Heading" in the "Type of question" pull down menu. 
2. In the "Title" field, put the name of the Section Heading. Putting a subheading is
optional if you want to explain what the section will be about.
3. Hit the "Save question to survey" button when done. 

10. Question Types 
19

Question Types refer to the way survey participants respond to the question. 
The 12 question types available for designing questions are: 

A. Section Heading 
B. Consent Text (See Page 27 for more information on Informed Consent)
C. Open Ended (Text, Video, Photo) 
D. No/Yes
E. Slider
F. Radio Buttons
G. Check Boxes
H. Ranked
I. Sentence and Text box 
J. Likert and Likert sliders
K. Number
L. Latitude + Longitude

Note: Sub Headings are NOT QUESTIONS but can be used to break up the survey questions
into different sections. 

For Example: if there are multiple questions about wellness, you could have them listed after a
subheading named "Wellness".

1.
2.

3.

9. How to
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C. Open Ended (Media Upload)

1. If you want the survey participants to be able to express their response to a question
using their own words either through text, pictures, or video recordings choose "Open
ended" in the "Type of question" pull down menu. 

2. In the "Title" field put the question you would like to ask. 

1.2.

D. No/Yes

1. When you want ask a question with a Yes or No Answer, choose "No/Yes" in the "Type
of question" pull down menu.

2. In the "Title" field put the question.

1.

*Don't forget to save when done.*

*Don't forget to save when done.*

2.
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E. Slider 

1. When you want survey participants to answer a question by rating it on a scale,
choose "Slider" in the "Type of question" pull down menu.

2. In the "Title" field put the question.

3. In the spaces for "Minimum label", "Middle label" and "Maximum label" give each a
name that related to the question.

1.2.

3.

*Don't forget to save when done.*

F. Radio Buttons

"Radio buttons" are like multiple choice answers. Participants have a list of answers to
choose from and they can only choose one.

Choose "Radio button" from the "Type of question" pull down menu. 1.
Put your question in the "Title" field. 2.
In the "Answers" field separate each of the optional responses by a semi colon (;). 3.
There is an option to make it so one of the answer options is "other".4.

1.2.

3.

4.
*Don't forget to save when done.*

If you want
participants to

be able to
choose multiple

answers, use
Check Boxes

instead!
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G. Check Boxes

If you want the survey participants to answer a question using check boxes, then choose
Check boxes from the "Type of question" pull down menu. Unlike "Radio Buttons"
Participants can check off as many answers as they like.

1.

Put your question in the "Title" field. 2.
When entering the "Answer" choices, separate each answer by a semi colon. 3.
There is an option to make it so one of the answer options is "other".4.

1.2.
3.

H. Ranked

If you want survey participants to rank a list of things (i.e. place them order
according to the question) choose "Ranked" from the "Type of question" pull down
menu.

1.

Put your question in the "Title" field. 2.
In the "Answers" field separate each of the things you want respondents to rank by
a semi colon (;). 

3.

1.2.
3.

*Don't forget to save when done.*

*Don't forget to save when done.*
4.
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I. Sentence and Textbox

Choosing "Sentence" or "Textbox" gives survey participants the option to respond in their
own words. There is no media upload option and participants can only respond using text.
"Textbox" will give more space for answers then "Sentence".

1. Choose "Sentence" for short answers or "Textbox" for longer answers from the "Type of
question" pulldown menu.

2. Put your question in the "Title" field. 

*Don't forget to save when done.*

1.2.

1. If you want the survey participants to answer a question using a Likert scale chose "Likert"
or "Likert Slider" from the "Type of question" pulldown menu. 

2. Put your question in the "Title" field. 
3. "Prompts" are the possible answer options for the Likert scale. Typically the answer
options for a Likert scale are  "Strongly Agree", "Agree", "Neutral", "Disagree", etc. Separate
the answer options for the Likert scale with a semi-colon (;). 

4. Using the "Answers" field allows you to include sub questions, or questions you would ask
in relation to the main question.

J. Likert and Likert Slider

 

*Don't forget to save when done.*

1.2.

3.

4.
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K. Number

1. Choose "Latitude + Longitude" for questions that ask about location.

2. Put your question in the "Title" field. When people respond to the question in the
survey, there will be two fields; one for Latitude and one for Longitude. Or the
respondent can choose "Click to set exact location". Using the exact location will work
regardless of internet connectivity. 

*Don't forget to save when done.*

1.2.

L. Latitude + Longitude

1. Choose "Number" from the "Type of question" pulldown menu for questions that will
have numbers as the response.

2. Put your question in the "Title" field. 

*Don't forget to save when done.*

2. 1.

Note: this feature 
will not work on the Offline Packs unless 

you have a way of determining the latitude
and longitude coordinates.
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Parent Question: 
When making a question you can choose to make it a 'parent question'. A 'parent
question' is a question that when answered prompts other questions to appear ('child
questions'), depending on which answer the participant chooses.

Child Question: 
A 'child question' is a question that is attached to a parent question, and will only be
displayed if the original parent question is answered in a certain way. 

Example, if the parent question is “What country do you live in?”. If the answer is “Canada”
the respondent will then be asked the child question: Which Canadian province do you live
in? This could be "child question 1". If they pick “United States” they will be taken to another
child question ("child question 2") and see a list of US states.

In the list of questions for a
survey, the child question will
appear underneath the
parent question with an
indent.  

Parent Question

Child Questions

When using Parent/Child questions, there is the option to have the child 
question be asked no matter what, OR only if the parent question is answered in a 
certain way.

If you want the child question to be asked no matter how the parent question is
answered put "any" as the parent value. In this example, the parent question is "How
are you feeling about COVID-19 today?" and the Parent value is "any" this means that
no matter how the question is answered this question will be asked following the
parent question. 

If you only want a child question to be asked when a question is answered in a certain
way, then you have to put a number in the "Parent value" field that is associated with
the number of answers to the parent question.

11. Parent/ Child Questions 
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1.2.

3.

*Don't forget to save when done.*

 Note: If the parent question is a slider "Type", the "Parent value" starts at 1. For all
other question it starts at 0. 

1. To make a "Child" question, choose the "Parent" question from the pull down menu. Any
question in the questionnaire can be a "Parent" question. 

2. The "Parent values" are the specific responses to the parent question that prompts the
child question to be asked. The "Parent value" will be the number associated with the order
the answers are put in, in the original Parent question. 

3. Choose the "Type of question" you want the child question to be and fill in the rest of the
fields (Title, Answers, etc) that correspond to the type of question you want to use.  

EXAMPLE OF A PARENT/ CHILD QUESTION: 

If you want a child question to appear when participants choose the answer "I lost my
job" then the "Parent value" would be 3 because it is the third answer choice in the list
(when counting up from 0). If you also wanted the answer "I worry about my health" to
prompt the child question, then use a comma in the "Parent value" field to separate
the two values (e.g. 3, 7).  

11.Parent/ Child Questions cont. 
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1.

2.3.

*Don't forget to save when done.*

12. Informed Consent 

1. If you want survey participants to provide consent before taking the survey, navigate to
"Add Questions" (as outlined on page 17). 

2. Choose "Consent text yes/no" as the Type of question on the pull down menu. 

3. Add a "Title". For example, "Consent Form". 

4. In the "Text" section, this is where you would put the contents of the consent form.

5.  There are 2 labels; a "Yes label" and a "No label". You may change these labels to
anything you like. For example, the Yes label could be "Yes, I consent" and the No label
could be "No, I do not consent". 

4.

Depending on the survey, surveyors may want or need survey participant to provide
consent before taking the survey. Informed consent can be given on the app by making a
"Consent text" question type as the first question on the survey. This makes it so
participants have to give consent before taking the survey. 

Note: Consent forms typically involve informing participants what the survey is about,
how the survey results will be used, and letting participants know why consent is
needed. The contents of a consent form will very depending on the survey therefore
there is no generic consent form available. 

5.



13. Types of Surveys 
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There are 2 different survey modes on the Dashboard: 

1. Standalone
This survey is a standard survey that you sent to participants to be filled out once. 

2. Baseline and Followup
The Baseline Survey
This survey is completed by each participant one time only, at the beginning of the
project. It includes questions about how the participant is doing, there are also
questions about background (demographic) information (e.g. age, gender, housing
situation, etc.). 
The Followup Survey
This survey is used as a check-in that is much shorter than the baseline survey and
is designed to capture any changes that have taken place since the last time the
survey was taken. The "weekly" survey can be taken at any interval of a couple
days, a week, 2 weeks, a month, etc. 

1. 2.

To change the "Mode" click on: 
1. "Standalone" 
2. "Baseline + Followup" 



1.

2.

6.
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14. How to Create a New Survey 

Choose what survey you want to add; a "Standalone" survey, a "Baseline" survey or a
"Followup" survey and click the "Add" button next to the type of survey you want to add.

1.

An "Add Survey" popup window will appear where the detail of the survey can be filled in.2.
Choose a Title for the survey (subtitle is optional).3.
Choose if the survey is "Locked". Locking the survey means that the questions can't be
edited/changed. This ensures consistency of the results, though it can be unlock if
changes are necessary. 

4.

Choose if the survey is "Hidden". Hiding a survey from others keep its questions from
appearing in the 'bank of questions' feature when others create questionnaires. Hide the
survey if you don't wish for others to see this survey's questions.

5.

Hit "Save" when done. 6.

3. 4. 5.



1.
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15. Viewing Visualizations 

1. Click “View visualizations" in the top right corner.

2. A list of survey questions will appear click "Visualize" next to each question to get graphics
and visuals for the answers to that questions. 

2.

Visualization Types 
On the visualization page, click the pulldown
menu to choose the "Visualization type".
This allows you to view answers in different
ways as seen in photos a, b and c. 

1.

There are 9 visualization types: Answer x
Count (Bar), Answer x Count (Pie), Date x
Count (line or Stacked), Wordcloud, List,
Map, Likert Radar, Ranked Radar.

a. "Answer x count (Bar)" visualization

c. "Wordcloud" visualization

b. "Answer x Count (Bar)" visualization

1.

1.
1.



If you include the Longitude and Latitude question type in a survey you can visualize all of
the coordinates that were collected by choosing one of two mapping options. The Default
setting is to Opt-out with "No Mapping" (1.). Users can Opt-in by choosing one of the two
Opt-in options. One choice is to use "Google Maps" (2.) and the other is to use "Leaflet/
OpenStreetMap" (3.). 

1.
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The Google Maps option uses the My Maps feature through google. By using this option
we can not guarantee that google doesn't have access to the data. Currently, Google's
policy for My Maps is that Google can not share data with the public unless you choose
to do so. When using this option, data is sent to the google servers so it is considered a
less secure option then using the Leaflet option. One possible advantage to using
Google Maps is that it has some editing capabilities that Leaflet does not. 

The Leaflet/OpenStreetMaps uses map tiles from the Open Street Maps server to
overlay data points for geospatial data on top of it. The only information that is sent to
the street maps server is which map tiles are being called up, not the data points. 

2.
3.

16. Mapping and Visualizing Geospatial Data 



1.
2.
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Both the Google Maps option and the Leaftlet/OpenStreetMaps option work in the
same way. The example shown below is using Leaflet/ OpenStreetMaps. 

1. Click the drop-down arrow in the top right corner to choose your mapping option. 

2. Click on the button and a new window will open.

3.

3. A map will appear with pinpoints showing all of the locations where coordinates were
recorded. The numbers show where there are clusters of points. By clicking on the
number, the map will zoom in to view the map at a closer view to see the points.  

4. To view the survey data from the map, click on one of the pins a window will open. If a
picture was taken at the location, it will be visible in the window.

5. In the window click "view more in sidebar" to see all of the survey questions, and
responses associated with the location. 

4. 5.



1.

2.
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17. Browsing Results 

1. Click to "Browse results" in the top right corner of the page and a pop up window will
open. Here you can see all of the surveys that have been taken and who has taken them.

2. Beside each survey there is an option to "Expand Results". By clicking this it will show a
list of all the questions in the survey that the participant answered and their answers.

3. Once you expand the results there will be a list showing the questions in the survey, the
raw answers and the rendered answers to the questions in the survey. 

3.
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18. Downloading a Spreadsheet
1. Go to "Browse results" (see page 32).
2. Under "Survey", choose which survey you want to download.
3. Under "Action", choose "Download Spreadsheet".
4. Press "Go". It will take a few minutes to download.
5. On your computer, go to the downloads folder on our computer and open
the excel spreadsheet.

1.

6. Name the spread sheet with the Community name and the date to make it easier to
find later. 

7. Save this spreadsheet as a backup on an external hard drive or flash drive. This is
especially important if using the offline dashboard on the Offline Packs to ensure
data is not lost if the laptop breaks down or has issues. 

2. 3. 4.

19. Downloading Data and Media

The Downloading data function can be used if users want to move Dashboard data rather then
having data put into a spreadsheet. Dashboard data could be moved from from one user to
another; from one Offline Pack to another; or, from an Offline Pack to the Online Dashboard.
 

To Download data or media off of the Dashboard follow the same steps as above: 
1. Go to "Browse results" (see page 33).
2. Under "Survey", choose which survey you want to download.
3. Under "Action", choose "Download data (JSON)" or "Download Media".
4. Press "Go". It will take a few minutes to download.
5. On your computer, the file can be found in the downloads folder.

The data downloaded from the Dashboard can then be uploaded using the "Import answers"
question (See page 35). 



3. 4.
5.

The Importing Answers function is used with the Downloading Data function. The data that is
downloaded can then be imported onto another Dashboard. Note: Participant profiles will also
be imported along with the answers, if they aren't already there. 
 

To import answers on the Dashboard follow these steps: 
1. Go to "Browse results" (see page 33).

2. Under "Survey", choose which survey you want to upload the answers to.

3. Under "Action", choose "Import answers".

4. Choose a file from your computer (it must be a JSON file).

5. Press "Go". It will take a few minutes to download.
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20. Importing Answers 

1.

2.

Note: If the
answers don't
show up right
away refresh

the page!

4.

20. Importing Answers



5.
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Importing questions can be used when you want to use a survey that has already been
developed but it is on another Dashboard, or on a Offline Pack that you want to move to
the Online Dashboard, or vise vera. This function is also used with the "Download data".
Use the file downloaded JSON to import the questions. 

 1. Choose the survey you want to add questions to and press "edit". 
When the Window pops up press "Add question(s)" (See Page 17).

2. Along the top choose "Import questions"

3. Choose the file from your computer (it has to be a JSON file). 
4. Once the file loads the questions will appear in a list. Choose the 
questions you want to import (or you can "select all questions"). 
5. Press "Add selected question(s) to the survey". Then Press "Save". 

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Note: 
If you want to 

add all 
of the questions
press "Select all

questions". 

21. Importing Questions



Website

 https://ourdataindigenous.ca/

Contact: 

ourdataindigenous@gmail.com

Additional Videos:

Short commercial for the Application: https://youtu.be/XJDWtJl-MD0

Longer informational video for the Application: https://youtu.be/3AEC50d7RYc
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Additional Resources

https://ourdataindigenous.ca/
https://youtu.be/XJDWtJl-MD0
https://youtu.be/3AEC50d7RYc

